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TOTAL FACIAL 
CLEANSER

Gentle hydrating cleanser suitable for all skin 
types.
This soothing, creamy formula effectively 
removes makeup and cleanses the face 
without stripping the skin of its natural 
moisture. 

• Anti-inflammatory – helps reduce 
redness and calm sensitive skin

• Leaves skin hydrated and soft

ALCOHOL-FREE 
TONER

2

Moisturize, cleanse, and tone with one 
product suitable for all skin types. 
This gentle, soothing formula calms 
sensitive skin and restores balance while 
maintaining natural moisture levels.

• Hydrating to leave skin soft and supple

• Removes excess oil

• Anti-inflammatory – calms and repairs 
sensitive skin

new



RENEW AGE-DEFYING 
DAILY MOISTURIZER

3

Restore moisture and improve the appearance of skin 
with this age-defying daily moisturizer. This hydrating 
formula aids in reducing the appearance of fine lines and 
reinforcing the skin’s natural barrier to protect against 
harsh elements.

• Protects against moisture loss to leave skin feeling 
firm

• Lightweight formula absorbs quickly

• Calms and soothes redness

• Improves the appearance of uneven tone and helps 
promote a glowing complexion

new



WIPEOUT

Remove dirt, oil, and makeup in one swipe.  
Micellar water technology and Vitamin E leave  
skin clean and refreshed. 30 wipes per  
package.

• Alcohol-free

• All-in-one makeup remover

SIMPLY REMOVE
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Anti-aging, skin soothing eye makeup  
remover. This gentle formula contains  
antioxidants and natural ingredients.
Packaged in an easy-to-pump bottle. No  
leaking during travel.

• Leak-free

• Safe for use with contact lenses



PRO ESSENTIALS
BRUSH SET
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A carefully curated collection of top brushes needed to  
complete full-face looks. Each brush features super soft, 
luxurious synthetic bristles for the perfect blend and 
adjustable coverage of any wet or dry formula.

Set includes:

• Dual Finish Blush & Powder Brush

• Sculpting Foundation & Contour Brush

• Fan Brush

• Pro Eye Blender Brush

• Wet/Dry Eyeshadow Brush

• Precision Smudge Brush

• Liner & Brow Duo Brush

*also available for purchase individually

new



SIGNATURE BRUSH  
COLLECTION
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Mirabella hand-sculpted brushes are made with the 
highest quality materials and feature exclusive brushed
aluminum ferrules and handles. Each brush features super 
soft, luxurious synthetic bristles for the perfect blend and  
adjustable coverage of any wet or dry formula.

• Hand-sculpted

• Brushes for any type of application or technique

• New high quality synthetic hair will be replacing natural  
hair as inventory levels are replenished



INSTANT PURIFYING 
BRUSH CLEANSER

7

Keep brushes clean and fluffy. Instantly dissolve the build-
up of makeup and oil on natural and synthetic brushes with 
quick-drying cleanser enriched with antioxidants.

• Dissolves makeup build-up and oil, and helps sanitize 
brush bristles

• Simultaneously cleanses and conditions bristles to 
keep them soft and fluffy

• Quick-dry formula

new



FLAWLESS BLENDER

An innovative, washable, and reusable  
alternative that makes wasting cosmetics a  
thing of the past. The Flawless Silicone  
Blender allows for effective spreading and  
blending of liquid/cream cosmetics, while  
conserving product.

BULLETPROOF

Long-lasting, weightless matte finishing

8

• Easy to clean

• More hygienic than traditional sponges

• Teardrop shape is ideal for working on large or 
detailed areas

spray. Instantly sets and secures makeup while 
removing surface shine and minimizing the 
look of pores.  Alcohol-free.

•
•
•
•

97% Makeup lasts 12 hours longer

92% Reduces the look of fine lines

93% Instantly secures makeup

86% Minimizes the look of pores

CLINICAL TRIALS SHOW



PRIME FOR FACE

Weightless formula glides on to help  
promote long-wearing makeup. Vitamin E  
works as an antioxidant to smooth out lines as  
it moisturizes and protects skin.

• Silicone-based for a velvet finish

• Diminishes the look of fine lines 
and pores

• Use sparingly on all skin types

AWAKEN PRIMER

9

Lightweight, luxurious primer brightens skin  
while sculpting and firming. Creates luminous  
and radiant-looking skin while minimizing 
wrinkles, improving tone and providing the 
perfect base for foundation.

• Silicone-free formula for a natural finish

• Hydrating and anti-inflammatory

• Can be layered under Prime for Face or 
used on its own



INVICIBLE ANTI-AGING  
HD FOUNDATION
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Full-coverage foundation improves the appearance of fine  
lines, skin tone, and pores. Moisture-rich formula hydrates  
skin for a flawless demi-matte finish.

• Contains peptide complex Matrixyl 3000

• Suitable for all skin types

• Improves skin health with continued use

• Now featuring two new additional shades

CLINICAL TRIALS SHOW

•

•

98% Improvement in appearance of  
fine lines

95% Smoother, brighter, more even  
skin tone

• 95% Increased appearance of skin  
elasticity

new



CC CRÉME

topseller
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Designed to hydrate, control oil, and create a natural, 
full-coverage finish. Formulated with skin-loving 
ingredients to perfect and renew the appearance of skin. 
Vitamin E beads burst on skin during application creating 
a luxurious feel and creamy consistency that is easy to 
blend to a natural finish.
*New packaging coming late 2019.

• Soothing and anti-inflammatory

• Suitable for all skin types

• Sun defense SPF 20



PURE PRESS

Triple-milled, mineral-based pressed powder foundation  
that can be layered from medium to full-coverage. Formula  
diffuses light and contains soft-focus, reflective ingredients 
that diminish the appearance of fine lines, scarring, and sun
damage.

• Hydrating

• Anti-aging

• Buildable coverage

• Water resistant

12

topseller



SKIN TINT CRÉME

This soothing foundation delivers moisture  
and hydration. Good for sensitive skin,  
hormonal skin, and those with Rosacea.
Minimizes fine lines and wrinkles while  
providing medium-coverage and a 
lightweight, natural finish.
*New packaging coming late 2019.

PERFECTING CONCEALER

This weightless and versatile creamy concealer 
diminishes imperfections and  brightens skin’s 
appearance. Comfortable, long-wearing formula 
can be used for sheer coverage or layered for 
intensity.

•
•
•
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Anti-aging

Anti-inflammatory

Oil-free

• Crease-resistant 

• Excellent for contouring



PERFECTING POWDER
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Translucent silica powder increases  
foundation wear while perfecting skin’s
appearance. Applies smoothly to set makeup  
without adding any weight. Luminous finish is  
fabulous for high definition makeup. Available 
in one universal shade.

PERFECT + CORRECT

•
•
•

Anti-aging  

Oil-absorbing

Ideal for mid-day touch-ups

Neutralize and brightens the appearance
of skin. Stunning palette of corrective 
matte shades that work to create a 
flawless, even complexion.

• Designed to be used individually for targeted 
areas or swirled together for a flawless finish

• Weightless coverage

• Excellent for setting makeup



WATERPROOF
EYESHADOW PRIMER

Maximize the intensity of eyeshadows with this 
waterproof eyeshadow primer. Creamy eye primer sweeps 
onto lids for a smooth base to increase the staying power  
of pigments and prevent creasing.

• Preps lids for all-day wear

• Glides on smoothly and dries to a neutral 

tone for flawless blending

• Use sparingly

15

new



EYE LOVE YOU  
EYESHADOW COLLECTION

Create a stunning array of looks with the Eye Love You  
Collection’s 4 palettes of long-wear shadows. Each palette  
features 8 pressed powders and a 360o full-face  
highlighter.

• Can be applied wet or dry

• Balance of shimmers and mattes

• Available in universally flattering, versatile  

color schemes

16

new



EYE DEFINER

17

Richly pigmented eye pencil defines the eye with 
intense color.  Blends easily enough to create smoky 
looks, yet firm enough for fine, precise lines. New and 
improved packaging features a retractable precision 
pencil with built-in sharpener, while new formula 
features an ultra-creamy feel that glides on smoothly.

• Contains Vitamin E & Vitamin C

• Can also be used with Detail or Lash & Brow Duo 
Brush

• Long-wear formula



EYE CRAYON

18

A naturally beautiful eye is seconds away. 
Shape and shade eyes with soft, long-
wearing kohl. Smooth formula glides on easily  
and blends out perfectly.
*New packaging coming late 2019.

• Waterproof

• Easily create a smoky eye

• New shade coming 2019

MAGIC MARKER LINER

Provides long-lasting, intense, and luminous  
color. The brush-tipped applicator is finely  
structured to create a precise and controlled  
application. Ink flows freely for a smooth,  
continuous line and instant release.

• Versatile for a delicate or bold line

• Comfortable application

• Perfect addition to a smoky eye



• No clumping

• Contains growth 
serum

• Volumizes & lengthens

LASTING LASH
WATERPROOF

• Volumizes &  
lengthens

• New applicator 
wand coming 
2019

AMP LASH & 
BROW 

ENHANCING 
SERUM

• Biotin & Peptides 
help restore the 
appearance of full 
lashes & brows

• Hydrating for 
enhanced hair 
health

• High-quality 
synthetic mink

• Create the look of 
naturally voluminous 
lashes

• Reusable

19

MINK EFFECT 
LASHESLASH LUXE



BROW PENCIL

Brows perfected. Sculpt and fill in brows naturally with fine  

point precision.  Pencil glides on with rich, blendable color 

that is easily controlled. Available in 4 colors.

• Retractable

• Small defined tip for hair stroke precision

• Smudge-proof & waterproof

20



BROW SHAPER

Take charge of your brows. This all-in-one  
product shapes, defines, grooms, fills, and  
thickens brows! A simple sweep of the brush  
and your brows are perfected. It’s a brow kit  
in a bottle. Long-wearing color lasts all day.
*New applicator wand coming 2019.

• Universal color

• Hair strengthening

QUICK BROW  
POWDER

Beautiful brows in seconds! Revolutionary  
powder sweeps on to instantly fill in  brows. 
Easy to apply long-wearing formula stays put. 
Buildable coverage for a range of brow looks 
from natural to bold.  Available in 2 shades.

• Creates brow fullness

• Adheres to skin & hair

• Can also be applied with Lash & 
Brow Duo Brush

21



SCULPT DUO
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Brand new bronzing and illuminating powders  
that sculpt and define facial features.
Beautifully blended color combinations  
provide a soft, incredibly flattering glow.

BLUSH DUO

•
•
•
•

Glides over foundation  

Lightweight, long-lasting  

Versatile, full-face use  

Shimmers and mattes

Perfectly-paired shades that create a radiant,  
healthy glow. This mineral formula has a soft,  
smooth texture that delivers pure color evenly  
while preventing moisture loss and restoring  
skin suppleness. Blush Duos deliver excellent 
adherence and provide lasting color  
throughout the day.

• Versatile, full-face use

• Contouring options

• Mattes and shimmers



LIP DEFINER

23

Precise, lip-lining pencil with amazing texture. Formulated
to glide on effortlessly for the most natural lip line. May be
worn alone or paired with other Mirabella lip products. New
and improved packaging features a retractable precision
pencil with built-in sharpener, while new formula features
an ultra-creamy feel that glides on smoothly

• Contains Vitamin E & Vitamin C

• Versatile for natural & bold looks

• Not recommended for use with Luxe Advanced 
Formula Matte Lip Gloss

• Long-wear formula



VELVET LIP PENCIL

Creamy, moisturizing lip pencil with fluid-like  
texture. Glides on lips to create a flawless  
finish with intense color. Pencils deliver just 
the right amount of color while keeping lips 
silky soft.
*New retractable packaging and long-
lasting formula coming 2019.

• Contains Vitamin E & Vitamin C         

• Not recommended for use with Luxe 
Advanced Formula Lip Gloss

PERFECTING LIP  
DEFINER

24

Clear lip liner creates a protective barrier so  lip 
products stay put. Reduces the  appearance of 
fine lines and wrinkles around  the lips. Perfecting 
Lip Definer seals lipstick in  place and prevents 
feathering. Wear red lipstick without fear. 
*New retractable packaging coming 2019.

• Can be used as an eyeshadow primer

• Contains Vitamin E & Vitamin C



SEALED WITH A KISS LIPSTICK

Exclusive formula glides on with a rich, comfortable feel. 
Color sets for hours with a finish that stays moist and elastic 
over time, maintaining a freshly applied look. New formula is 
highly moisturizing, nourishing, and provides a creamy
application.

• New gorgeous & flattering color choices

• Long-wearing formula

• Highly-pigmented

25



LUXE  ADVANCED
FORMULA LIP GLOSS

High Shine Gloss – Ultra-hydrating glosses soothe and 
nourish lips with moisturizing oils while gliding onto the 
lips for a smooth finish that is never sticky or tacky.

• New gorgeous and flattering color choices

• Improved formula helps heal lips for comfortable 
wear

26

Matte Finish Gloss – Full-coverage, long-wear lip color in 
an easy-to-apply liquid formula that dries to a velvety 
matte finish.

• Comfortable formula won’t dry lips

• Do not apply Lip Definers prior or top with any 
other lip gloss formulas


